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as our lifestyles increasingly become 
fast-paced and hectic, the Good Health 
team sought calm and clarity at four 
serene spots dedicated to relaxation 
and self-rediscovery

goodtrial.

review by Vanya Insull, 
art director
"this month, i was 
in Queenstown for 
a week and took the 
opportunity to visit the 
infamous millbrook 

resort for two nights. and wow! if you're 
thinking of visiting this lush region of our 
country, autumn sure is the season to see 
picturesque arrowtown at its finest.  

my husband mike and i checked into  
our cute village inn room and then explored 
the extensive millbrook grounds – which 
feature four different eateries! as our first 
night's indulgence we decided to enjoy a 
casual dinner at the hole-in-one cafe and 
bar; we got cosy by the fire and enjoyed a  
wood-fired pizza and a glass of central 
otago pinot noir.

day two: we thought we'd try some golf 
on millbrook's 27-hole championship course.  
mike was in heaven and i was surprised by 
how much i enjoyed playing the standard 
round of 18 holes – even if you're not very 
good at golf, just getting outdoors and 
checking out the scenery is a great way  
to spend your time here.  

review by Pamela 
Marker, editor
"i first heard about escape 
haven byron bay's founder 
– expat Janine hall – a few 
years back while working 
on this magazine. so when 

the opportunity arose to not only meet this 
inspiring kiwi businesswoman but also to 
experience her latest 'baby', escape haven 
byron bay, i took a good, deep yoga breath 
and said 'sign me up' faster than the time it 
took me to exhale. 

high up above the dismal autumn skies  
i jetted to the Gold coast and took a one-
hour transfer to byron bay where i was 
greeted by the grins and warmth of Janine, 
chef mell and yoga instructor nikki. i had 
already made a pact with myself to let my 
barriers down completely during this 3-day 
taster of escape haven's usual week-long 
retreat in order to gain as much  
as possible from this new experience. 

that evening, as each retreat begins, 
our group of four guests and three hosts 
gathered around candlelight with fresh juice 
and spoke individually about what we'd 
like to gain from the next few days. this 
'orientation chat' is a brilliant introduction  
to understand why fellow retreat-goers 
have come to this beautiful place, and it also 
ensures you start the retreat experience with 
clear goals in mind; this needn't feel like work, 
however, your retreat experience can hold as 
much or as little as you like. 

we're quick to understand how important 
nourishment in the way of good soul food is 
to escape haven retreat. chef mell lovingly 
prepares surprise-after-surprise delivered 
via stunning meals – all of which is gluten, 
dairy and sugar-free, and also some of the 
most taste bud-satisfying food i've ever 
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Millbrook resort,
queenstown

escape haven,
byron bay, aus

after that strenuous morning (ha!), we 
thought it'd be rude not to check out the 
luxury day spa. turns out, it was a great 
choice, the one-hour massage was a total 
relaxation treat and absolute bliss. the 
spa at millbrook has a range of different 
treatments and you can visit even if you're 
not an overnight guest of the resort. 

to top off my perfect day we had a 
superb three-course meal at the  
millhouse Fine dining restaurant. From 
the amuse-bouche to the amazing bomb 
alaska raspberry meringue dessert, we were 
in foodie heaven. 

on our final morning we visited the 
health and Fitness centre where mike used 
the gym and i did a pilates class. we then 
cooled off in the indoor lap pool and then 
relaxed in the outdoor spa. 

after my weekend i was calmer, 
rejuvenated and inspired to plan more 
frequent getaways like this for good health!" 

Travel facts: To  find out more 
about Milbrook Resort's spa, dining, 
accomodation and golf visit 
www.millbrook.co.nz. 
And to WIN the same package that 
we experienced go to page 146.

Travel facts: Escape Haven offers 7-day 
wellness retreats in Byron Bay and in Bali, 
from approx. NZD$2900. For options and 
information visit www.escapehaven.com.

eaten! we dine like royalty over the next 
few days, devouring ingredients like fresh 
seafood and tasty produce from the nearby 
bangalow Farmer's market. mell also has tasty 
sweet treats such as nut & date bliss balls, 
scrummy muffins, and to-die-for homemade 
muesli – and she's always open to share the 
ingredients so we can recreate at home. 

by day two i can barely recall reality in the 
way of my usual life, especially with the beach 
just metres away and open spaces within 
the retreat to relax, swim, read poolside or 
just be still. we enjoy daily yoga and beautiful 
meditation sessions with statuesque and 
quiet-spoken 'yogi' nikki, who teaches us to 
focus on breathing deeply and to keep the 
mind calm and free – a real insight to what 
can be bouncing around in your head and 
a great way to decide if certain thoughts 
deserve to be cluttering your mind.

 women who attend escape haven 
have the option of learning to surf, which 

may seem daunting to those who are not 
exactly water babies, however with fabulous 
guidance from our coach serena we are 
well-disguised amateurs flying with the foam 
at byron bay's 'the pass' surf break; the total 
focus of standing up on your board and the 
exhilaration we experience as we're cruising 
above water epitomises the whole purpose 
and importance of taking a circuit break at a 
place like this. 

by giving my mind a break from the daily 
grind, i realised i had space to recall who i 
really am, what i actually love doing, what my 
true passions and interests are ... something 
that is so easy to lose sight of as we age."

Below: Pamela and the 
girls learn surfing basics 
from coach Serena.

Vanya's got the art of 

relaxing down to a tee.
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review by Sarah 
Simpson, beauty editor
"being a busy, full-time 
working mother of two 
adorable yet demanding 
children means i don't get 
a lot of me-time. so the 

thought of being able to escape to a retreat 
for an entire day felt like an absolute luxury. 
as i made my way to whitford (35 minutes 
from auckland city), i come to the entrance 
of solace wellness retreat (run from the Zen 
Gardens). i drive my car up the long, curling 
driveway, which is speckled with Japanese 
sculptures. already i feel in love with the 
space and i haven't yet reached the top. 

solace wellness, 
retreat, aucklanD

solace retreat is run by natasha stewart, 
a woman who, from her own personal 
experiences, decided to start the business 
as a labour of love and a chance for people 
from all walks of life to unwind, de-stress and 
soothe their mind, body and soul. and that is 
exactly what i did.  

my day started with freshly squeezed 
beetroot, ginger and lemon juice from 
the communal and well-stocked kitchen. 
i was given a tour of the property, which 
is beautifully landscaped, and what i 
loved most were all the small pockets 
of private areas. the grounds are littered 
with hammocks and small resting places 
to be able to curl up in and soak in the 
environment. i was then taken to one 
of the many cottage-style rooms for an 
energetic healing session with rhonda 
bayliss, which i found to be quite a soothing, 
relaxing treatment. as i lay there with the 
sounds of nature around me, i felt a sense 

of calm and clarity, and i have to say i felt a 
physical change in myself which rhonda 
acknowledged as my energy realigning 
within my body. after this, our group was 
treated with a beautiful organic shared lunch 
made by a michelin star chef! the afternoon 
kicked off with a seminar from transformation 
life coach & healer bert mccarthy who 
educated us on life factors which can create 
a spiritual blockage and how to tackle the 
problem head-on and discover ways to make 
our hopes and dreams become a reality – 
after this i was able to have a one-on-one 
session with bert. 

i came away with some valuable insights 
into my belief system and also learnt some 
great breathing techniques. overall, i found 
the experience to be quite spiritual and 
think it's a great escape for anyone who is 
interested in re-charging their batteries and 
getting away from the busy-ness of life." 

Travel facts: A weekend retreat starts 
at $1175 pp and includes two nights 
accomodation, food, drink and access to 
all workshops and activities. Visit  
www.solacewellnessretreat.com  

review by Indiana Munn, 
features editor
"as i watch the auckland 
city skyline fade into the 
distance, i should be feeling 
peaceful. after all, i’m off 
to urban reset's waiheke 

island retreat. but my mind is buzzing 
thinking about unanswered emails and the 
tax return form i’ve forgotten to post for the 
last month. i’m unsure if i’ll be able to fully 
switch off and relax. 

after the ferry docks, 12 women and i 
are whisked away to te toki retreat in palm 
beach. surrounded by native bush, the 
grounds are a spectacular natural oasis for an 
inner-city dweller like myself.  

urban reset was launched by life and 
business coach Julie hazelhurst and 
wellness coach denise Ferguson (of the 
yoga sanctuary) in 2011. “people are often 
overwhelmed, time and energy poor, and 
stuck in the day-to-day details of their lives. 
they lose perspective on how to make 
changes and move forward,” Julie says. “we 
provide ‘time-out’ sessions for people to look 
objectively at their lives; learn more about 
themselves, what they actually want and 
how to take steps to achieve those goals.”

we start out with deep breathing 
exercises, led by denise in front of the  
fire. as the rain drums gently against the  
roof, i quieten my mind and force myself  
to slow down. 

this continues as exercise instructor 
Joanna ennis stretches and lengthens my 
tight muscles with a sequence of pilates 
exercises. then it’s time to hit the dance floor, 
shimmying our way through an energetic 
20-minute workout.  

after a busy morning, i settle on the couch 
for denise’s seminar on ‘eating like a yogi’ – 

urban reset,
waiheke islanD

which i’m relieved to see still includes coffee 
and wine. denise encourages me to look at 
the real reason i eat certain foods and my 
emotional attachment to them. something 
to think about the next time i reach for 
chocolate when i'm stressed. 

next, Julie hands out a list of positive 
and negative emotions and asks us to circle 
the ones we feel most often. we then look 
at how these emotions affect our level of 
happiness and power of positive thinking. 
i make a mental note to pin a motivational 
quote next to the bathroom mirror to help 
me start the day positively. 

Following lunch, i’m ready for the 
treatment i’ve been waiting all day for –  
a massage with karyn from anu spa. she 
eases the tension in my neck and back, and 
it’s over all too soon.

From a blissful state of relaxation, i head 
outside for a cardio workout with les mills 
Grit trainer Zoe bickford. during the next 
half hour i lunge, jump and sprint my way 
through a series of heart-racing exercises 

that leave me slightly nauseated, but also 
feeling proud of my achievement. 

the retreat wraps up with a soothing 
vinyasa Flow yoga class led by denise – the 
perfect end to a restorative day. i leave 
feeling a bit leaner and inspired to make 
changes to my diet and general wellbeing. 
surprisingly, i haven’t thought once about 
that tax return form waiting for me at home."

Travel facts: A one-day Urban Reset 
retreat costs $395 pp and includes 
meals (breakfast, lunch, and snacks), 
and all activities. Urban Reset also 
offers three-day and six-day retreat 
packages at various locations. Visit 
www.theurbanreset.co.nz or email 
enquiry@theurbanreset.co.nz.

An outdoor spa – the 
perfect place to 

relax and take in the 
gorgeous greenery.

The sound of water is an instant way 
to get a taste of a life more tranquil.


